
Final Reflection- 6/13/11

DAMAGES + Break Down

4522- 7 (D), 7 (A), 7 (M), 8 (A), 6 (G), 7 (E), 8 (S), 6(+)

Because "effectiveness starts with the meaningful arrangement of detail", I think my essay started at a

point below my final grade. For detail, I earned a seven, meaning that my detail had a "servicable level

of specificity" that bolstered the meaning of my essay. The details in my paper fit the description on

College Board by employing enough detail "to respond completely to the prompt". Since I earned a

seven, I am in-between a six and eight, which means I could aim to have "details [that] are rich, varied,

and germane to the task". This score could improve if I relied on more information rich sources and

sought out more defining details. If I use more detail, in more variety, the effectiveness of my piece will

improve.

The arrangement of my essay also kept the grade pretty static, earning a seven again. According to the

DAMAGES+ matrix, my arrangement is more effective than a six and represents "deliberate and

controlled movement", which only aided the detail in the piece. I am, again, the in-between score. This

means that the "structure supports meaning" more completely but has not reached organization "that is

artful and driven by meaning". This is a clear problem in my paper, where the ideas simply follow my

thought process, rather than being resituated to strengthen the meaning of my essay. Once again, if I

considered arrangement more, I'd be able earn a score out of the in-between.

The meaning didn't help or hinder my grade because I earned another seven. These three scores are the

same because these components work together towards effectiveness. The meaning is strengthened by

specific details and skillful arrangement, but the meaning can be lost if the arrangement and details are

not meticulously chosen. My biggest weakness is in the development of divergent thinking, which will

take more practice and consideration. Once I employ divergent thinking in my writing, the meaning of

my piece will improve to an eight, maybe even a nine.

I began my final paper with a hypothetical game, earning an eight for approach. This score was well

deserved because the "approach sets direction of the DAM elements". There is "an inventive, nuanced,

and insightful thesis", which begins the discussion of cheating and sets the tone for the entire piece. The

approach was, perhaps, the most effective component of my paper.

Although ending is not the next component in DAMAGES, I will discuss it first because it is connected to

the approach. The ending of my piece earned a seven, proving effective but not completely. The

DAMAGES matrix describes it well, "ends somewhat artfully". The ending could be expanded on, more

deliberate, and more "organic and purposive". The ending is missing the necessary "ah-ha" moment;

there is no new information to really drive home the meaning of my essay or to "tie together purpose

with style".

At this point, I'd say my grade was around a 90, which is two points below the final score. My style of

writing improved this score, because I earned an eight. My style "manipulates a wide range of rhetorical



and stylistic elements to bolster DAM". This score comes from my diction, the syntax of my sentences,

and the voice I developed. Because my paper was about cheating, I was able to take control of the style

and write about things from a personal level. My connection to the topic and my firm belief in my thesis

developed the style in this piece.

My score was hindered by the grammatical and presentational elements of my paper. For grammar, I

exhibit no mistakes with "simple language and structure" but have "few errors in grammar, mechanics,

and usage overall". Rereading my paper, I can pick up on some of the errors almost immediately; there

are a few mistakes that garble the meaning of the sentences. In order to improve on this, I need to read

the piece aloud before turning it in. This would help clear up any awkward sentences and because I

would be reading considerably slower, I'd be able to notice any errors in grammar. The presentation of

my piece also weakened the effectiveness. Although I followed the MLA format, I did not turn the paper

into turnitin. I could go off and defend myself about how I left the country and I assumed the window

wouldn't be open three days later, but those are all excuses. I should have checked turnitin before I

handed in my paper. Also, the works cited page needs to be cleaned up. In retrospect, I should have

taken out the time to write the works cited page out by myself, rather than using a website to generate

the citations. These mistakes weakened the professionalism of my paper, which in turn, weakens the

overall authority of my ideas.

Essential Question Comparison and the Prompt

I'll be honest- there is no essential question for my essay. It is a product of my interest in cheating and a

previous newspaper article I wrote. However, my essay shows clear focus and raises questions that do

not have a clear answer. Therefore, I believe it fits the requirements of an essential question.

There are several questions asked in my essay, each building up to the final purpose of the piece. These

questions were carefully constructed after weeks of research, but the research falls short of

requirements. I scrambled to find pieces that were "quotable" and appropriate to my topic. I ended up

with articles about relationship problems, which didn't help me develop ideas.

The other issue with my research was the topics I researched. Many of my citations are in the beginning

half of my paper because they pertain to the concept of real-world cheating. I didn't look for sources

about academic cheating, which would be the most beneficial. If I had statistics, first-hand accounts, and

the opinions of cheating students, my meaning would be bolstered greatly.

The biggest struggle for me was the research paper aspect of the essay, not the essential question

component. Procrastination made my research suffer; I should have reserved more time to find the

appropriate sources.

Final Notes



The reflection prompt asks for my essential question and the answer that question. The essential

question in my essay is Where do students learn to cheat? And the answer is that Students learn to cheat

from their environment and practice it well in high school.

Although this sounds like an immature thesis, it is developed throughout my paper with distinct points

and details. My sources applied well to the argument, but not completely.

As the post states, some of my sources don't really bring anything to the table. I simply used them as

evidence without developing their consequences. For instance, I discussed the prevalence of cheating in

the working world and including a statistic to defend my assertion. However, I did not develop the

meaning of the statistic or apply it well to my thesis. I simply let the source do the talking for me. That is

the issue with the application of the sources. I think my last two sources (Schwartz and Kohn) are

applied well in my essay. They do bring something to the table and it is essential to my argument. Unlike

the student referenced in the post, I couldn't use just one source to bring everything to the table.

The sources are varied in order to create authority. I have an expert on business, baseball, psychology,

and education all bouncing their ideas into my paper for a stronger argument. As I've mentioned,

however, I think there are not enough sources in my paper, therefore, it proves that there is not enough

research behind the essay.

That brings me to another point...I wasted too much time in class. I couldn't settle on a single idea so I

spent time researching more ideas and coming up with curiosity that only hindered the development of

my final essay. I spent class time arguing controversial topics that did not pertain to my final essay.

Construction of the Piece

I took advantage of the student teacher in my classroom by getting an extra set of revisions. Brian

helped me develop my ideas and revise my paper on my own. He ensured that I would continue to ask

questions and extend my argument, rather than settling on my first idea. I owe much of my success to

Brian's help.

The works cited page lacks professionalism. The lapses in grammar weaken the effectiveness of the

piece. The presentation and structure of the essay didn't help my score, although these are arguably the

easiest grades to earn.

The final does represent the work I have completed all year. It proves the growth of ideas and insight,

the maturity of the components of DAMAGES, and the development of an individual style. I should have

spent more time in the prefatory work and research.

What Type of Student Am I?

This year has changed the way I view English. Previous to this class, I was able to get away with

procrastination and effortless work. This year, I was only able to improve by putting effort into my work.

Before turning in a paper, I actually had to revisit the piece and correct errors. Revisions could not be

finished in one sitting and they had to involve rethinking, not just rewriting.



Mr. Eure focused on the prefatory work before an essay could begin. This changed me as an English

student the most. I finally had to focus my ideas and consider all avenues before constructing an

effective argument.

I am a dynamic student and I will continue to improve because I want to be a better writer. I've

dismissed grades as a marker of my success and consider them a product of hard work. As an English

student, I am assiduous and finally, I am amenable. I want to be a better writer and I will take the "road

less travelled by" to reach that point. Communicating effectively is a necessary skill in life, one I would

like to attain and then maintain.


